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Abstract

Arabic diacritic recovery is important for a vari-
ety of downstream tasks such as text-to-speech.
In this paper, we introduce a new Gulf Ara-
bic diacritization dataset composed of 19,850
words based on a subset of the Gumar corpus.
We provide a comprehensive set of guidelines
for diacritization to enable the diacritization
of more data. We also report on diacritization
results based on the new corpus using a word-
based Hidden Markov Model and a character-
based sequence to sequence model.

1 Introduction

Arabic has two types of vowels, namely long and
short vowels. Although long vowels are explicitly
written, short vowels, which take the form of dia-
critic marks, are typically omitted in written Arabic,
and readers need to infer these diacritics to properly
pronounce words. Thus, diacritic recovery, also
referred to as diacritization, is important for down-
stream tasks such as text-to-speech and language
learning. Most previous efforts pertaining to Arabic
diacritic recovery have focused on Modern Stan-
dard Arabic (MSA) and Classical Arabic (CA). The
focus on these Arabic varieties has been aided by
the availability of large training corpora such as the
Penn Arabic Treebank (Maamouri et al., 2004) and
Tashkeela (Zerrouki and Balla, 2017) and relatively

stable diacritization standards. There has been
some efforts related to diacritizing different Arabic
dialects such as Egyptian (Zalmout and Habash,
2020), Palestinian (Jarrar et al., 2017), Morrocan,
and Tunisian (Mubarak et al., 2019). Many chal-
lenges face dialectal diacritization, mostly related
to the availability of large consistent data. While
MSA/CA corpora may be composed of millions
of words, dialectal datasets have been capped at
tens of thousands of words (Mubarak et al., 2019;
Zalmout and Habash, 2020). Furthermore, diacriti-
zation of the same dialect may differ from town to
town, complicating data standardization and con-
sistency. For example, the word 	á	m�� (sxn1 – hot) is

diacritized in the Egyptian dialect as �	á�	m��� (suxuno)

in Alexandria and �	á�	m��� (suxono) in Cairo. Varia-
tions in pronunciation of words are rather common
within the same dialect in locales of close geograph-
ical proximity.

In this paper, we present a new public diacritized
dataset for Gulf Arabic in accordance to the pro-
nunciation of the city of Dubai in the United Arab
Emirates (UAE). The dataset is a 19,850 words
subset of the Gumar corpus (Khalifa et al., 2018),
which is composed of roughly 200 thousand words
from Emirati internet novels. To diacritize the cor-

1Buckwalter transliteration is used exclusively in the paper.
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pus, we conducted a workshop that included two
senior computational linguists and 15 native speak-
ers of the Emirati dialect to codify the diacritization
guidelines and to actually diacritize the corpus. We
split the corpus into training and test sentences,
and we proceeded to build two different Emirati
diacritizers using a word-based Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) and a character-based sequence to
sequence mapping architecture.

The contributions of this paper is as follows:

• We present a new dataset for Gulf Arabic diacriti-
zation based on the sub-dialect spoken in Dubai,
UAE.

• We formalize guidelines for the diacritization of
the dialect.

• We present initial results using 2 different dia-
critization models.

2 Related Work

Many approaches have been used for Arabic di-
acritization such as HMMs (Gal, 2002; Darwish
et al., 2017), finite state transducers (Nelken and
Shieber, 2005), character-based maximum entropy
based classification (Zitouni et al., 2006), and a va-
riety of deep learning approaches (Abandah et al.,
2015; Belinkov and Glass, 2015; Mubarak et al.,
2019; Rashwan et al., 2015). For MSA, most ap-
proaches tend to handle core word diacritics, which
disambiguate a word in context, separately from
case-endings, which typically appear at end of
a word and specify the syntactic role of words.
However, more recent approaches have resorted
to guessing both types of diacritics jointly (Fadel
et al., 2019; Mubarak et al., 2019) by either cast-
ing the problem as a character sequence labeling
problem or as a character sequence to sequence
(seq2seq) mapping respectively. Since the seq2seq
models have a tendency to hallucinate, Mubarak
et al. (2019) used a combination of limited context
and voting to overcome the problem.

Unlike MSA, Arabic dialects generally omit
case-endings and tend to apply sukun (o) on the
last letter. Prior work on dialectal diacritization
is rather scant. For dialectal Egyptian, Zalmout
and Habash (2020) developed a morphological an-
alyzer that also performs diacritization using se-
quence to sequence modeling. They reported a dia-
critization accuracy of 85.0%. For dialectal Gulf,
Khalifa et al. (2017) developed a morphological
analyzer for dialectal Gulf verbs, but diacritiza-

tion was not the focus of their work. Khalifa et al.
(2018) morphologically tagged an Emirati subset
of the Gumar corpus including the diacritization
of lemmas. However, mapping the diacritics from
lemmas to words is non-trivial. For dialectal Pales-
tinian, Jarrar et al. (2017) annotated a corpus of
containing 43k words and diacritized all words. Ab-
delali et al. (2018); Darwish et al. (2018); Mubarak
et al. (2019) used diacritized translations of the
bible into dialectal Moroccan (151K words) and
Tunisian (142K words) to train biLSTM over CRF,
CRF only, and seq2seq models respectively for di-
acritizing both dialects. Of all three approaches,
the seq2seq model led to the lowest word error rate
(Moroccan: 1.4% and Tunisian: 2.5%).

3 Dataset

As mentioned earlier, we diacritized a subset of
the Gumar corpus (Khalifa et al., 2018). The Gu-
mar corpus is a collection of Internet novels com-
posed of roughly 100 million words. A 200 thou-
sand words subset of Gumar was in the Emirati
dialect and was manually morphologically tagged.
Though the lemmas were diacritized, their diacriti-
zation often did not correspond directly to the di-
acritization of words. Thus, we proceeded to dia-
critize a 19,850 word subset of the tagged Emirati
portion of Gumar. We used the CODAfied version
of the text, as opposed to the raw text, to have
greater consistency in spelling. CODA, or Con-
ventional Orthography for Dialectal Arabic, is an
attempt at standardizing the spelling of different
Arabic dialects (Habash et al., 2012).

For diacritization, we conducted a workshop that
included two senior computational linguists and 15
native speakers of the Emirati dialect to codify the
diacritization guidelines.

Diacritization Standards: After lengthy discus-
sions, we settled on the following guidelines:

• All diacritization must be consistent with the ac-
cent spoken in Dubai, UAE.

• Leading Hamza in a closed set of words, such
as ñK. @ (>bw – father of) is not pronounced and
hence undiacritized.

• Consecutive letters can have sukun, such as Aî ��D �	® ���
($ifotohA – I saw her)

• Words can start with sukun, such as I. �ª
�
ÊJ
�
�K. (boy-

iloEab – he plays). To ascertain if a word starts
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with sukun, we use the w test, where the leading
letter gets a sukun if it has a sukun when the letter
w is added as a prefix.

• All words end with either sukun, which is as-
sumed and subsequently dropped, or shadda (∼).

• In ambiguous cases, kasra (i) is prioritized over
fatha (a), which is prioritized over dammah (u).

• Sukun over Lam Alaqamrya does not need to be
explicitly put. Ex. Q �Ò ��®Ë @ (Alqamar – the moon).

• The question word �� ($) always has a dammah
(u).

• Coordinating conjunction letter ð (w) in most

cases has a kasra (i). Ex. ÈA�̄ð� (wiqAl – and he
said).

• In ambiguous cases, plurality is prioritized over
duality and that’s because plurality occurs more,
and the duality is a subset of the plurality.

• The singular masculine present tense marker ø

(y) can only have kasra or sukun. Ex. I. �ª

�
ÊK
�

(yiloEab – he plays).

• Three letter past tense verbs are diacritized as
É �ª 	̄� (fiEal), Except for verbs that start with @ (A).

Ex. i�J.�� (sibah – he swam).

• Some colors have specific diacritized forms,
namely: Q�Ô �g (Hamar – red) and Qå�	� �	k (xaDar
– green).

• Default diacritics (fatHa followed by alef, kasra
followed by ya, and damma followed by wa) are
omitted.

• There is no need for a kasra for hamza below alef
@ (<).

• tanween fatha (F) should come before the letter
alef @ (A). Ex. A �ª�J. �£ (TaboEFA – of course).

• For plural verbs that end with (@ð) (wA), the ð
(w) mostly has sukun and the letter before it has
fatha. Ex. @ �ñ�J. �ªË� (liEobawoA – they played).

• We used the MSA diacritics and did not introduce
any new diacritic marks.

Diacritization Process: We used a three step di-
acritization process designed to increase speed and
improve accuracy. The steps are as follows:

• We diacritized the most frequent 1,300 words in
the annotated Emirati Gumar corpus out of con-
text. Our intuition was that most words have ei-
ther one diacritized form or one diacritized form
that is more dominant, and the most common
words would cover a large proportion of the text
in the corpus. Some example words that we di-

acritized in this manner are: �Ó� �P
�
@ (>aromis – I

speak), �é�J

�
Ë A 	« (gAloyap – precisous), and ���
Ë (ly$

– why)2. We used the word list to automatically
diacritize the corpus.

• We split the native speakers in the workshop into
4 groups, and each group was responsible to di-
acritize a different subset of the corpus. The
groups were instructed to work together and to
resolve disagreements. Each group was given
sentences that were roughly 5,000 words.

• A senior computational linguist who is well
versed in the Gulf dialect performed two rounds
of review over the work of all the groups with fre-
quent consultations with members of the groups.

Table 1 shows three sample sentences after re-
view. The newly diacritized portion of Gumar
is 2,953 sentences, which is composed of 19,850
words. For subsequent experiments, we split the
dataset into training and test splits. Table 2 shows
the breakdown of the dataset.

4 Experiments

We trained two different diacritization models
based on our new dataset. Prior to training the
models, we tokenized all the text to separate all
punctuation. The data did not have any emojis,
URLs, or emails. The models were as follows:

HMM Model: As the name suggests, we used a
Hidden Markov Model to find the best diacritiza-
tion of words in context. We used KenLM3 to train
a word trigram language model and an in-house
implementation of A-star search to ascertain the
best path in the lattice.

Seq2seq Model: We re-implemented the setup
that was suggested by Mubarak et al. (2019). The
model used the RNN-based sequence to sequence
model that is implemented in OpenNMT (Klein

2As can be seen from the example, we removed default
diacritics

3https://github.com/kpu/kenlm
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Sentence Buckwalter transliteration Translation
? l .Ì� �I

�
ËA�̄ ñ �� AîD
�J �ª

�ÖÞ�� : 	J
� syf : samaEotyhA $w
qAlat lij

Saif: Did you hear what
he she told you ?

. . . Yª� �K. AîD
Ê
�« ùÒ�

�
Ê ��ð� : �é �	®J
Ê

�	g ÈA�̄ð� wiqAl xalyfap : wisalo-
maY EalyhA baEid

and Khalifa said: and
Salma what about her.

. . ú

	GðQ��.

�	g . . ñ �� : ø
 ð
�	Q �k. jaz∼wy : $w ... xaborwny Jazouy: what ... tell me.

Table 1: Example diacritized sentences.

split Words Sentences
Train 18,174 2,700
Test 1,676 253
Total 19,850 2,953

Table 2: Breakdown of diacritized dataset

et al., 2017), which is a neural machine translation
toolkit, to translate undiacritized characters to di-
acritized characters. Since seq2seq models may
hallucinate, we restricted contexts to 5 words in-
stead of attempting to diacritize entire sentences
and implemented voting across multiple contexts
(Mubarak et al., 2019). The underlying model uses
2 unidirectional LSTM layers with 512 states and
a dropout rate of 0.3. We also used 200 sentences
from the training set as a validation set.

Table 3 shows the diacritization results of both
models. As can be seen, the HMM model per-
formed slightly better than the seq2seq model with
6.7% and 8.6% WER respectively. To understand
the results, we proceeded to classify all the errors
resulting from both approaches. We found that the
most dominant errors for the HMM model were
due to out of vocabulary words (OOVs), account-
ing for 73.3% of the errors. Given that we were
using the CODAfied version of the Gumar corpus,
we suspect that the OOV problem would be more
pronounced for dialectal Gulf in the wild, where
creative spellings would be more common. Con-
versely, hallucinations accounted for 34.6% of the
errors for the seq2seq model. An example of hal-
lucination is the word ¨ñJ. ��

�
@ (AusobwE – week)

resulting in the misspelled version ¨ñªJ.� ��
�
@ (Aaso-

biwE). We suspect that hallucination errors would
be less pronounced if we had more training data.
The results and error types seem to suggest that
the dataset is relatively small, and more data is re-
quired to build more robust diacritizers. We hope
that the newly annotated corpus with the associ-
ated diacritization standards can pave the way to

Model WER
HMM 6.7%

Seq2Seq 8.6%

Table 3: Diacritization results: Word Error Rate (WER)

building larger datasets.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we introduced a new dataset for Gulf
Arabic diacritization based on the sub-dialect spo-
ken in Dubai, UAE. The diacritization was based on
formalized diacrtization guidelines that was devel-
oped by two senior computational linguists along
with 15 native speakers, who were also instrumen-
tal in performing the actual diacritization. We plan
to release the dataset publicly under an open source
license. We also presented initial results using 2
different diacritization models. Though the dataset
is relatively small (19,850 words), we were able to
build two diacritization models that achieved less
than 9% word error rate. We plan to expand the size
of the corpus, particularly for non-CODAfied Gulf
text. We hope that models trained on our data can
help significantly speed up the diactization process.

6 Limitations

Some of the limitations include: 1) the corpus is
based on one genre, namely Internet novels, that
have limited linguistic diversity; 2) diacritization
was done on the CODAfied subset of the Gumar
corpus, while much naturally appearing text may
not be CODA compliant; and 3) the dataset is rela-
tively small and more data is required to train robust
diacritization models (particularly deep learning
models).

7 Ethics Statement

All the data that we annotated is in the public do-
main, and private data was used.
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